
BRACKET   FAQ   
  

For   a   DEEP   dive   into   MMM   mechanics,   check   out   our    MMManuscript   at   eLife .     
  

How   are   the   winners   determined?   
The   organizers   take   info   about   their   weaponry,   armor,   fight   style,   temperament/motivation,   and   any   
special   skills/consideration   and   estimate   a   probability   of   the   outcome   and   then   use   a   random   number   
generator   to   determine   the   outcome-   this   is   why   there   are   upsets   in   the   tournament.   Typically   the   
battles   are   one   individual   from   the   species   vs.   one   individual   from   the   other   species.   Also   as   you   are   
estimating   your   outcomes,   assume   that   the   combatants   represent   the   most   prime-aged,   badass,   
kickass   specimen   of   that   species.   And   just   as   in   nature,   there   can   occasionally   be   
scientifically-grounded   outsider   interference.   
  

Are   battles   always   to   the   death ?   
The   battles   are   NOT   always   “nature,   red   in   tooth   and   claw.”   Sometimes   the   winner   "wins"   by   
displacing   the   other   at   a   feeding   location,   sometimes   a   powerful   animal   doesn't   attack   because   it   is   
not   motivated   to-   a   few   years   ago   in   the   “Who   in   the   What   Now?”   Division   we   had   a   dhole   lose   to   a   
binturong   because   the   night   before   dhole   had   gorged   on   babirusa   and   the   gut   passage   time   of   wild   
canids   is   24-48   hours.   This   meant   that   the   dhole   was   still   full   from   the   night   before   and   unwilling   to   
take   the   risks   of   tangling   with   the   binturong.   Even   a   small   claw   cut   or   bite   wound   can   get   infected   and   
lots   of   times   an   animal   will   back   down   rather   than   take   a   risk   for   little   potential   benefit.   
  

Another   thing   that   can   happen   is   if   a   species   has   to   battle   in   an   ecology   that   is   really   bad   for   it-   for   
example   if   a   cold   adapted   species   is   battling   in   a   tropical   forest,   it   can   dangerously   overheat-   
changing   the   outcome   probabilities.   Sometimes   an   animal   gets   injured   or   snaps   a   canine   in   a   
previous   round   that   carries   over   into   the   next   round-   just   like   an   injury   of   a   star   player   totally   changes   
a   basketball   team's   outcome.   Also   hiding   or   running   away   counts   as   a   forfeit.   

  
What   do   the   numbers   next   to   the   Combatants   mean?     
These   correspond   to   the   relative   rankings   among   the   species.   1   is   the   highest/best   ranked   team   in   
the   division   and   16   is   the   lowest/worst-   the   number   assigned   is   referred   to   as   "seeding"   but   its   
functionally   interchangeable   with   ranking   (seeded/ranked   are   therefore   also   interchangeable).   
  

The   single   elimination   bracket   battle   favors   the   strongest   teams   until   you   get   out   to   the   semi-finals:   1   
plays   (crushes)   16,   2   plays   15…   
  

Oh   and   just   like   the   military,   or   the   hunger   games-   it’s   up   or   out.   As   soon   as   a   species   loses,   it’s   out   of   
the   tournament.   And   the   battles   are   not   necessarily   to   the   death-   animals   can   forfeit   by   running   away,   
backing   down,   quitting   the   field   of   battle,   etc.   
  

https://elifesciences.org/articles/65066


Mechanics   of   filling   out   a   bracket :   you'll   see   the   teams   are   paired   up   in   round   1,   pick   the   winner   to   
advance   to   round   two   and   they   are   paired   again,   keep   picking   who   advances,   until   you   have   a   
champion.   If   this   explanation   doesn't   make   sense,   find   someone   nearby   to   show   you   what's   up.     
  

What   is   an   "upset"?   
This   is   when   a   worse-seeded   combatant   beats   a   better-seeded   combatant.   10   beating   7   isn't   a   super   
impressive   upset   but   a   15   defeating   a   2   is   a   major   upset.   For   example,   in   the   NCAA   basketball   
version   of   March   Madness   “Coming   off   its   11th   national   championship   the   season   before,   UCLA   was   
ready   to   make   another   run   through   the   1996   NCAA   tournament   as   a   No.   4   seed.   But   in   his   final   year   
as   coach,   Pete   Carril   and   his   13   seeded   Princeton   offense   got   the   best   of   the   Bruins,   stunning   Jim   
Harrick’s   squad   in   the   first   round   with   a   last-second   basket   on   a   backdoor   cut.”   OH   SNAP!   
  

What   is   a   “Cinderella”   team?   
A   "Cinderella"   team   is   a   low-ranked   team   that   progresses   multiple   rounds   of   the   tournament   
systematically   beating   higher   ranked   teams.   
  

So   should   I   always   pick   the   better-ranked   mammal?   
No!   Real   fans   don’t   abandon   their   favorite   mammals   just   because   they   are   pathetic   at   this   kind   of   
battle   (although   hopefully   well-suited   to   their   particular   ecological   niche).   For   example,   my   primate  
picks   in   2013   performed   dismally   because   my   well-established   monkey   agenda   was   in   direct   
opposition   to   well-established   patterns   that   apes   totally   wipe   the   floor/branch   with   them.   People   will   
clown   you   if   your   bracket   is   TOO   conservative   by   always   picking   the   better-ranked   team.   
  

Also   the   rankings   are   not   infallible   and   there   are   upsets   in   nature   too.   Upsets   are   what   make   March   
Mammal   Madness   exciting.   Like   in   2015   when   #3   seed   Quokka   exited   stage   left   for   those   sweet  
burger   rings   allowing   #14   seed   Numbat   to   advance!!!   OMG!   WHO   SAW   THAT   COMING!?!?!?!   
    
Where   do   the   battles   occur?     
In   round   1,   round   2,   and   the   Sweet   16,   the   battle   takes   place   in   the   better-seeded   species   
ecosystem-   they   get   home   court/habitat   advantage.   Once   to   the   Elite   Trait,   Final   Roar,   and   
Championship   battles,   the   2021   environment   is   random   among   four   possible   ecologies:   
(1)     Dwarf/Elfin   Forest     
(2)     Seagrass   Meadow     
(3)   Semi-Arid   Desert     
(4)     Freshwater   Swamp   Forest   
    
Still   have   Questions?   
There   is    even   MORE   info   at   the   blogpost .   You   can   also   post   questions   on   the   FB   MMM   page   or   on   
twitter   using   the   hashtag   #2021MMM.   The   community   is   incredibly   helpful   and   enthusiastic!   
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